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GolfAchiever and PGM Universities Team Up
GolfAchiever, the
most accurate,
affordable and all-inone Golf Simulator is
chosen by top PGM
schools as a key tool
in their curriculum.
For the past month, the University of Colorado in Colorado Springs
(UCCS) PGM students have been using the GolfAchiever Simulator, GA
SIM, and the testimonials and positive feedback are already coming in.
PGM student standout, Zach Brehm frequently uses the GolfAchiever
system at the school's indoor player development center. Zach, who's
studying to become a certified PGA Professional, uses the GolfAchiever
system to keep his game in top form. "The GolfAchiever is the first
simulator that provides the best of both worlds when it comes to launch
monitors and golf simulation. Its impeccable 3D graphics and accurate
shot data validate that the GolfAchiever system is the best launch
monitor and simulator I've ever used!", Zach stated.
Other PGM schools are expected to follow suit throughout this Fall and
Winter, spreading the knowledge and power that the GolfAchiever
enables for use in education, instruction, and entertainment.

McNix Golf Joins the GolfAchiever Reseller Team
GolfAchiever is proud to
introduce McNix Golf to our

authorized reseller family. If you live in the Columbus, GA area, then
head over to McNix Golf to get your very own GolfAchiever.
About McNix Golf:
McNix Golf is a State of the Art Custom Fitting Studio in Columbus
Georgia owned and operated by AGCP Master Club Fitter and Golf
Professional Roy Nix. A video of McNix Golf fitting studio can be seen at
http://www.mcnixgolf.com/html/our_shop.html . Roy Nix has over 40
years experience as a Golf Professional. Daniel McMahon is the Service
Representative and contact for sales of the Golf Achiever for McNix Golf
and Golf Achievers can be purchased through Daniel's Golf Shop
shopping cart at http://www.mcnixgolf.com/Shop/.

GA Tip: Enhancing Your Printing Options

Welcome GA users to GA Tips. Each month we'll release useful tips for
our GA users. This month we'll focus on printing options while using GA
Basic.
For those users that are unaware, pressing ALT and clicking the
print icon in GA Basic brings up an alternate print screen and format that
users can print out. The normal print function shows ball speed, club
speed, launch angle, azimuth, and carry distance. This alternate
print screen shows a comprehensive report of the last 10 shots, which
includes detailed per shot and statistical averages information on all
parameters measured by GolfAchiever.
For a Club fitter, the expanded print data provides additional points
which can be provided to the customer during a fitting session. For
instructors and personal use, it can be used to track progress from
lesson to lesson.
.

To view an instructional video on our ALT-Print option click here.

Do you have tips that you would like to share with our GolfAchiever
community?? If so, email us today so we can share it in our next
newsletter!

GolfAchiever provides Accurate, Affordable and All-in-One
solutions making it the number one choice for indoor golf for the last 14
years.
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